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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SETs administered in-class have higher response rates than those that are not. Why high response rates are important to you and the university community and what you can immediately do to increase your response rates is the focus of this presentation. Low response rates in higher education since the transition to online SET administration. The evolution of web-based SET administration left students to determine when, and if, they completed their surveys. Many decided it was either no longer important or miss them entirely in the flurry of end-of-semester activities. SETs have greater validity and reliability the higher the response rate. To ensure AU decision making is based on a strong data set, it is highly encouraged to administer SETs in-class, mirroring the paper and pencil process. 



The most important, fundamental reason high response rates are desirable is the security of 
knowing the resulting statistics have high validity and reliability, while gathering insight into the 
perspective of a true cross-section of students.  

SET metrics are used for

 student selection of courses and professors.

 adjusting a course or instruction pedagogy.

 department scheduling for courses and faculty.

 salary, promotion, and retention decisions. 

SET results are used and applied by many different stakeholders for decision-making that 
effects the entire AU community. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Everyone’s response rate impacts the rest of the University community.  On a personal level, paying attention to SET response rates is important for many reasons. Students may choose to select a peer instructors course section based on data in public SET reports.  Instructors may use SET results to adjust their instructional practices or course components. Departments look at SET results to understand students' perspective on a course’s rigor, coherence of course materials, along with course and instructor effectiveness. Decisions to retire, rework, or retain a course are made in part from SET data. Departments may also compare SET instructor question results to determine the instructional best fit.                      Merit increases and retention decisions are determined in part with SET data. And of course, SET data is one of several required elements in the promotion process. 



 Allow students to respond to SETs during class 
time. Those who do have the highest response rates.

 Inform students in advance that time will be allotted 
during class, and students should be encouraged to 
bring laptops, tablets, or other Internet-enabled 
devices.

 Explain to students their feedback is important and it 
helps you improve your teaching and the course. Share 
an example of when feedback was used for an 
adjustment. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These best practices for SET administration are key to an increased response rate. Hoping students remember to complete them is not a solid strategy. Students report they have a difficult time completing them if time is not provided in class. 



Open the SET survey for the designated class session; 
keep it open for three days. 

 Instructors must leave the room while students are 
responding to the surveys in class.

Watch the response rate on your device! 

 If you did not receive an adequate response rate, 
continue encouraging your students to complete the 
survey. Navigate to Subject Management to send a 
reminder with one click. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you set the survey to open at the beginning of the class session students will complete it, be aware that not all email invitations are sent immediately. To bypass the email, have students navigate to set.american.edu to find and complete their SETs. It is a best practice to keep the survey open for three days in case of absences, or a student seeks to edit their response. Checking your response rate while students are completing the survey at the beginning of class is a best practice. The advantage being you can again request students in real time to complete the survey if they did not during the given time frame in class.You may also send a reminder email from Blue by opening you course card. Click on Manage Settings, then choose View Invitees. You will see a list of your students and the option of sending a reminder to all students who have NOT submitted a survey to date. The email Blue generates is the same as their invitation email. This is true no matter how you decide to manage your SET.  



 Students receive automated e-mails with direct links to their 
surveys. They may also access SETs from their Canvas dashboard 
or directly at this link: set.american.edu.

 Students can complete the SETs on any web-enabled device 
(including phones), but should consider the need to leave 
narrative comments, which not all devices accommodate for 
equally well.

 Students can save and close without submitting the survey. So long 
as they have not submitted, they can go back in and edit. They 
must submit for their responses to count. 

 Students will receive two reminder e-mails about incomplete 
surveys.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Students generally receive their invitation email within 30 minutes of the survey start time. However, the survey is available at the scheduled start time, no matter when they receive their email. Using the set.american.edu url is the most direct route to the surveys. Any web-enabled device can be used. Students receive three emails. Their invitation, the first reminder three days after the survey opens, and the last one two days before the default close date.While students CAN save and close to come back later, many forget. If you check your response rate toward the end of the scheduled window, send the reminder email. If it is the last scheduled day and you chose to send a reminder email, adjust the survey close date so students have time to complete the survey before it officially closes. Whatever the case, students must click submit for their responses to count. 

http://www.set.american.edu/


Invitation email Survey cover page



Tell students their voice and feedback make a difference. Student 
evaluations are a critical component in AU’s assessment of faculty 
members and courses. 

They affect salaries, promotions and retention. They help with many 
things including the scheduling of courses and the selection of 
faculty to teach them. Your course evaluations are reviewed by the 
Dean, Academic Deans, department chairs, and faculty committees.

The evaluations are NOT made available to professors until final 
grades are submitted. They are confidential and there is no way 
faculty or administrators can identify anyone taking it.

Please note that a rating of “5” is positive and “1” is negative. All 
ratings, including the highest and lowest, are included in reports 
– none are discarded.









Blue: navigate to your course card 
(real time updates – must refresh)

MyAU: Academics>Student Evaluation of 
Teaching (overnight updates)



The student evaluation system is 
imperfect, but there are things

YOU CAN DO 
to improve your results!





Email: Faculty_SET@american.edu



 Midcourse evaluations 
 Paper or online via Survey Monkey or Qualtrics to ensure anonymity

 Peer faculty sit-ins

 Customize questions on SETs

 Suggestions?
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